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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is to prove that the logarithmic means of quadratical partial sums of the double
Walsh–Fourier series does not improve the convergence in measure. In other words, we prove that for any
Orlicz space, which is not a subspace of L lnL(I2), the set of the functions having logarithmic means of
quadratical partial sums of the double Walsh–Fourier series convergent in measure is of first Baire category.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The partial sums Sn(f ) of the Walsh–Fourier series of a function f ∈ L(I), I = [0,1], con-
verges in measure on I [6, Chapter 5]. The condition f ∈ L lnL(I 2) provides convergence in
measure on I 2 of the rectangular partial sums Sn,m(f ) of the double Fourier–Walsh series [16,
Chapter 3]. The first example of a function from classes wider than L lnL(I 2) with Sn,n(f ) diver-
gent in measure on I 2 was obtained in [5]. Moreover, in each Orlicz space wider than L lnL(I 2)
the set of functions which quadratic Walsh–Fourier sums converge in measure on I 2 is of first
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536 G. Gát et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 323 (2006) 535–549Baire category [13]. In [2] we proved that similar proposition is true also for the two-dimensional
Nörlund logarithmic means
1
lnlm
n−1∑
i=1
m−1∑
j=1
Si,j (f, x, y)
(n− i)(m− j) , ln =
n−1∑
k=1
1
k
.
In the present paper we investigate convergence in measure of logarithmic means of quadratical
partial sums
1
ln
n−1∑
i=1
Si,i(f, x, y)
n− i
of double Walsh–Fourier series and prove Theorem 1, that is, for any Orlicz space, which is not
a subspace of L lnL(I 2), the set of the functions that these means converges in measure is of
first Baire category. From this result follows that (Corollary 1) in classes wider than L lnL(I 2)
there exists a function f such that the logarithmic means tn(f ) of the quadratical partial sums
of double Walsh–Fourier series diverges in measure. Although, the result is similar, the methods
of the proof are quite different, because the kernel of the logarithmic means of the quadratical
Dirichlet kernels is less diffused than the kernel of the logarithmic means of two-dimensional
Dirichlet kernels. That is why, it is more difficult to have a lower bound for the absolute value of
the kernel (see Lemma 4 below).
Besides, it is surprising that the two cases (the logarithmic means of the quadratical and the
two-dimensional partial sums) are not different in this point of view. Namely, for instance in the
case of (C,1) means we have a quite different situation. That is, it is well known [16] that the
Marcinkiewicz means σn(f ) = 1n
∑n
j=1 Sj,j (f ), that is the (C,1) means of quadratical partial
sums of double trigonometric Fourier series of a function f ∈ L converges in L-norm and a.e.
to f . Analogous questions with respect to the Walsh, Vilenkin systems are discussed by Weisz
[15], Goginava [7] and Gát [3].
On the other hand, in 1992 Móricz, Schipp and Wade [10] proved with respect to the Walsh–
Paley system that
σn,kf = 1
nk
n−1∑
i=1
m−1∑
k=1
Si,k(f ) → f
a.e. for each f ∈ L log+ L([0,1)2), when min{n, k} → ∞. In 2000 Gát proved [4] that the theo-
rem of Móricz, Schipp and Wade above cannot be improved. Namely, let δ : [0,+∞) → [0,+∞)
be a measurable function with property limt→∞ δ(t) = 0. Gát proved [4] the existence of
a function f ∈ L1(I 2) such that f ∈ L log+ Lδ(L), and σn,kf does not converge to f a.e.
as min{n, k} → ∞. That is, the maximal convergence space for the (C,1) means of two-
dimensional partial sums is L log+ L(I 2), and not L(I 2).
Thus, in question of convergence in measure the logarithmic means of quadratical partial
sums of double Walsh–Fourier series differs from the Marcinkiewicz means and like the usual
quadratical partial sums of double Walsh–Fourier series.
For results with respect to subsequences of partial sums of Walsh–Fourier series see [8,11,13].
2. Definitions and notation
We denote by L0 = L0(I 2) the Lebesgue space of functions that are measurable and finite
almost everywhere on I 2 = [0,1)× [0,1). mes(A) is the Lebesgue measure of the set A ⊂ I 2.
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convex continuous even function such that Φ(0) = 0 and
lim
u→+∞
Φ(u)
u
= +∞, lim
u→0
Φ(u)
u
= 0.
This space is endowed with the norm
‖f ‖LΦ(I 2) = inf
{
k > 0:
∫
I 2
Φ
(∣∣f (x, y)∣∣/k)dx dy  1}.
In particular, if Φ(u) = u ln(1 + u), u > 0, then the corresponding space will be denoted by
L lnL(I 2).
It is well known [9] that
LΦ ⊂ LΨ ⇔ limu→∞
Φ(u)
Ψ (u)
> 0.
Let n ∈ N denote the set of nonnegative integers. The sets
In(x0, . . . , xn−1) := {y ∈ I : y0 = x0, . . . , yn−1 = xn−1}
are the dyadic intervals of length 2−n. Let In(0, . . . ,0) := In, I0 = I.
The Rademacher functions are defined as
rn(x) = (−1)xn (x ∈ I, n ∈ N).
Let w0,w1, . . . represent the Walsh functions, i.e., w0(x) = 1, and if k = 2n1 + · · · + 2ns is a
positive integer with n1 > n2 > · · · > ns  0, then
wk(x) = rn1(x) · · · rns (x).
The Walsh–Dirichlet kernels are defined by
Dn(x) =
n−1∑
k=0
wk(x).
Recall that
D2n(x) =
{2n, if x ∈ In,
0, if x ∈ I \ In. (1)
We consider the double system {wn(x)×wm(y): n,m ∈ N} on the unit square I 2.
The rectangular partial sums of the double Fourier series with respect to the Walsh system are
defined by
SM,N(f, x, y) =
M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
fˆ (m,n)wm(x)wn(y),
where the number
fˆ (m,n) =
∫
I 2
f (x, y)wm(x)wn(y) dx dy
is the (m,n)th Walsh–Fourier coefficient.
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defined as follows
tn(f, x, y) = 1
ln
n−1∑
i=1
Si,i(f, x, y)
n− i ,
where
ln =
n−1∑
k=1
1
k
.
It is evident that
tn(f, x, y)− f (x, y) =
1∫
0
[
f (x ⊕ t, y ⊕ s)− f (x, y)]Fn(t, s) dt ds,
where
Fn(t, s) = 1
ln
n−1∑
k=1
Dk(t)Dk(s)
n− k
and ⊕ denotes the dyadic addition [6,12].
Denote by
Mn(x, y) = 1
n
n−1∑
i=0
Di(x)Di(y)
the nth Marcinkiewicz kernel.
3. Main results
The main result of this paper is presented in the following proposition.
Theorem 1. Let LΦ(I 2) be an Orlicz space, such that
LΦ
(
I 2
)
 L logL
(
I 2
)
.
Then the set of the functions from the Orlicz space LΦ(I 2) with logarithmic means of quadrat-
ical partial sums of double Walsh–Fourier series convergent in measure on I 2 is of first Baire
category in LΦ(I 2).
Corollary 1. Let ϕ : [0,∞[ → [0,∞[ be a nondecreasing function satisfying the condition
(x → +∞)
ϕ(x) = o(x logx).
Then there exists a function f ∈ L(I 2) such that
(a)
∫
I 2
ϕ
(∣∣f (x, y)∣∣)dx dy < ∞,
(b) the logarithmic means of quadratical partial sums of the double Walsh–Fourier series of f
diverges in measure on I 2.
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It is well known [6,12] for the Dirichlet kernel function that∣∣Dn(x)∣∣< 1
x
for any 0 < x < 1. For these x’s we also get∣∣Fn(x)∣∣< 1
x
, n ∈ N.
It is also well known for the Walsh–Paley–Dirichlet kernel functions the following lower bound
[12]. Let pA = 22A + · · · + 22 + 20 (A ∈ N). Then for any 2−2A−1  x < 1 and A ∈ N we have∣∣DpA(x)∣∣ 14x .
In [2] we obtained a lower estimation of |FpA(x)| for all 1  A ∈ N, but not for every x
in the interval (0,1). We have an exceptional set, such that it is “rare around zero.” For t =
t0, t0 + 1, . . . ,2A,
t0 = inf
{
t :
⌊
lp[t/2]−1
16
− 215
⌋
> 1
}
set
t˜ :=
⌊
lp[t/2]−1
16
− 215
⌋
(
u denotes the lower integer part of u), and we take a “small part” of the interval Jt := It \It+1.
Let
Δt := It+t˜ (0, . . . ,0, xt = 1,0, . . . , xt+t˜−1 = 0).
Lemma 1. For x ∈ Jt \Δt , t = t0, t0 + 1, . . . ,2A+ 2, we have [2]∣∣FpA(x)∣∣ c 2t tlogpA .
Denote
Q
(s,t)
A :=
⋃
xs+1+···+xt−11
1⋃
xt=0
· · ·
1⋃
xA−1=0
IA(0, . . . ,0,1, xs+1, . . . , xA−1)
× IA(0, . . . ,0,1, yt+1 = xt+1, . . . , yA−1 = xA−1).
Lemma 2. Let (x, y) ∈ (Js × Jt ) \Q(s,t)A , A> t + 1 > s. Then we have M2A(x, y) = 0.
Proof. The well-known formula for the Walsh–Paley–Dirichlet kernel function gives
Dj(x)Dj (y) = wj(x)wj (y)
(
s−1∑
i=0
ji2i − js2s
)(
t−1∑
i=0
ji2i − jt2t
)
.
Since
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=
1∑
j0=0
· · ·
1∑
jt=0
· · ·
1∑
jA−1=0
Dj(x)Dj (y)
=
1∑
j0=0
· · ·
1∑
jt=0
(
s−1∑
i=0
ji2i − js2s
)(
t−1∑
i=0
ji2i − jt2t
) 1∑
jt+1=0
· · ·
1∑
jA−1=0
wj(x)wj (y),
then M2A(x, y) = 0 implies xt+1 = yt+1, . . . , xA−1 = yA−1. Suppose this. Consequently,
wj(x)wj (y) = wjs2s+···+jt2t (x)wjt2t (y).
This gives
2AM2A(x, y)
= 2A−t−1
∑
j0,...,jt∈{0,1}
wjs2s+···+jt2t (x)wjt2t (y)
(
s−1∑
i=0
ji2i − js2s
)(
t−1∑
i=0
ji2i − jt2t
)
.
Besides, we also prove that if M2A(x, y) = 0, then among xs+1, . . . , xt−1 can be at most one
different from zero. If not, then say xs+k, xs+l = 1 for some k = l, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , t − s − 1}. By
the above we get
2AM2A(x, y)
= 2A−t−1
∑
ji∈{0,1}
i∈{0,...,t}\{s+k,s+l}
1∑
js+k=0
1∑
js+l=0
wjs2s+···+jt2t (x)wjt2t (y)
×
(
s−1∑
i=0
ji2i − js2s
)(
t−1∑
i=0
ji2i − jt2t
)
.
The inner sum can be written as:
wjs2s+···+js+k−12s+k−1+js+k+12s+k+1+···+js+l−12s+l−1+js+l+12s+l+1+···+jt2t (x)wjt2t (y)
×
1∑
js+k=0
1∑
js+l=0
wjs+k2s+k+js+l2s+l (x)
(
s−1∑
i=0
ji2i − js2s
)( t−1∑
i=0
ji2i − jt2t
)
= ψ
1∑
js+k=0
1∑
js+l=0
wjs+k2s+k+js+l2s+l (x)
(
js+k2s+k + js+l2s+l − φ
)
,
where ψ,φ does not depend on js+l and js+k . This sum is equal to zero, since for instance
1∑
js+k=0
1∑
js+l=0
wjs+k2s+k+js+l2s+l (x)js+k2
s+k
=
1∑
wjs+k2s+k (x)js+k2
s+k
1∑
wjs+l2s+l (x) = 0.js+k=0 js+l=0
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y0 = · · · = yt−1 = 0, yt = 1, and xt+1 = yt+1, . . . , xA−1 = yA−1. That is, the lemma is
proved. 
Let c′ > 0 be an absolute constant discussed later. For s ∈ N let s = 
c′s.
Lemma 3. Let s, t ∈ N, s  t , and (x, y) ∈ (Js × Jt ) \ Q(s,t)t+s . Then we have |nMn(x, y)| 
4 · 22t+s+s for any n ∈ N.
Proof. Use the notation n(j) =∑ji=0 ni2i . That is, for 2A  n < 2A+1 we have n = n(A). Con-
sequently, for 0 j A if nj = 1, then we have
n(j)Mn(j) (x, y)
= 2jM2j (x, y)+D2j (x)D2j (y)n(j−1) +D2j (x)rj (y)n(j−1)Kn(j−1) (y)
+D2j (y)rj (x)n(j−1)Kn(j−1) (x)+ rj (x)rj (y)n(j−1)Mn(j−1) (x, y),
where Kn is the one-dimensional Fejér kernel function. If j  t + s, then by Lemma 2 we have
M2j (x, y) = 0. We also have D2j (x) = D2j (y) = 0, and consequently,
n(j)Mn(j) (x, y) = rj (x)rj (y)n(j−1)Mn(j−1) (x, y).
On the other hand, if nj = 0, then n(j)Mn(j) (x, y) = n(j−1)Mn(j−1) (x, y) everywhere. Thus, we
have ∣∣n(j)Mn(j) (x, y)∣∣= ∣∣n(j−1)Mn(j−1) (x, y)∣∣. (2)
Thus, by (2) and by the trivial bound |Mk(x, y)| 1/(xy) 4 · 2s+t we get∣∣nMn(x, y)∣∣= n(t+s−1)∣∣Mn(t+s−1) (x, y)∣∣ 4 · 2t+s2s+t = 4 · 22t+s+s .
The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
Lemma 4. Let s, t = 0,1, . . . ,2A, s  t and (x, y) ∈ (Js × Jt ) \ (Q(s,t)t+s ∪ (Δs ×Δt)). Then we
have ∣∣FpA(x, y)∣∣ c 2t+sslogpA .
Proof. Denote
GpA(x, y) =
pA−1∑
k=1
DpA−k(x)DpA−k(y)
k
,
G(1)pA(x) =
pA−1∑
k=1
DpA−k(x)
k
,
G(2)pA(y) =
pA−1∑
k=1
DpA−k(y)
k
.
Then we have
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pA−1−1∑
k=1
1
k
DpA−k(x)DpA−k(y)+
pA−1∑
k=pA−1
1
k
DpA−k(x)DpA−k(y)
=: B1,A(x, y)+B2,A(x, y).
First, discuss B1,A(x, y). Since k < pA−1, then
DpA−k(x) = D22A(x)+ r2A(x)DpA−1−k(x).
This gives
B1,A(x, y) = D22A(x)D22A(y)lpA−1
+D22A(x)r2A(y)G(2)pA−1(y)
+D22A(y)r2A(x)G(1)pA−1(x)
+ r2A(x)r2A(y)GpA−1(x, y). (3)
We apply (3) recursively. This gives
GpA(x, y) = D22A(x)D22A(y)lpA−1
+D22A(x)r2A(y)G(2)pA−1(y)
+D22A(y)r2A(x)G(1)pA−1(x)
+ r2A(x)r2A(y)GpA−1(x, y)
+B2,A(x, y)
= · · ·
=
A∑
j=
t/2
[
A∏
l=j+1
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
D22j (x)D22j (y)lpj−1
+
A∑
j=
t/2
[
A∏
l=j
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
D22j (y)r2j (x)G
(1)
pj−1(x)
+
A∑
j=
t/2
[
A∏
l=j
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
D22j (x)r2j (y)G
(2)
pj−1(y)
+
[
A∏
l=
t/2
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
Gp
t/2−1(x, y)
+
A∑
j=
t/2
[
A∏
l=j+1
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
B2,j (x, y). (4)
Let s < t. Then by (1), Lemma 1 and by the facts that 2
t/2 t  2
t/2 + 1,
Gp
t/2−1(x,0) = p
t/2−1G(1)p
t/2−1(x)− p
t/2−1Kp
t/2−1−1(x),∣∣Kn(x)∣∣< 1
x
,
we get
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∣∣∣∣∣
[
A∏
l=
t/2
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
r2
t/2(x)22
t/2G(1)p
t/2−1(x)
+
[
A∏
l=
t/2
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
Gp
t/2−1(x,0)
+
A∑
j=
t/2
[
A∏
l=j+1
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
B2,j (x, y)
∣∣∣∣∣
 22
t/2
∣∣G(1)p
t/2−1(x)∣∣− p
t/2−1∣∣G(1)p
t/2−1(x)∣∣
− p
t/2−1
x
−
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j (x, y)∣∣
 c12t+ss − c22t+s −
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j (x, y)∣∣
 c32t+ss −
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j (x, y)∣∣. (5)
Let t = s. Then from (1) and (4) we write
GpA(x, y)
=
[
A∏
l=
t/2+1
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
24
t/2lp
t/2−1
+
[
A∏
l=
t/2
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
r2
t/2(y)22
t/2G(1)p
t/2−1(0)
+
[
A∏
l=
t/2
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
r2
t/2(x)22
t/2G(2)p
t/2−1(0)
+
[
A∏
l=
t/2
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
Gp
t/2−1(0,0)
+
A∑
j=
t/2
[
A∏
l=j+1
r2l (x)r2l (y)
]
B2,j (x, y).
It is evident that∣∣GpA(x, y)∣∣
 24
t/2lp
t/2−1 − 22
t/2
∣∣G(1)p
t/2−1(0)∣∣− 22
t/2∣∣G(2)p
t/2−1(0)∣∣
−Gp
t/2−1(0,0)−
A∑ ∣∣B2,j (x, y)∣∣.
j=
t/2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t/2−1(0)∣∣= ∣∣G(2)p
t/2−1(0)∣∣= ∣∣p
t/2−1lp
t/2−1 − p
t/2−1 + 1∣∣
<
22
t/2
3
lp
t/2−1 +
22
t/2
3
+ 1,∣∣Gp
t/2−1(0,0)∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣p2
t/2−1lp
t/2−1 − 2p
t/2−1lp
t/2−1 + p
t/2−1(p
t/2−1 − 1)2
∣∣∣∣
 2
4
t/2
9
lp
t/2−1 +
2
3
22
t/2lp
t/2−1 +
24
t/2
18
.
Consequently,
∣∣GpA(x, y)∣∣ c422t t −
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j (x, y)∣∣. (6)
Combining (5) and (6) we get
∣∣GpA(x, y)∣∣ c02t+ss −
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j (x, y)∣∣ (7)
for (x, y) ∈ (Js × Jt ) \ (Δs ×Δt), s  t.
Now, we are going to give an upper bound for the absolute value of B2,j . We recall its defini-
tion
B2,j (x, y) =
pj−1∑
k=pj−1
1
k
Dpj−k(x)Dpj−k(y).
Define k′ as k = pj−1 + k′. This means k′ ∈ [0,22j ). Since
Dpj−k(x) = D22j−k′(x) = D22j (x)−w22j−1(x)Dk′(x),
then we get
B2,j (x, y) =
22j−1∑
k=0
D22j−k(x)D22j−k(y)
k + pj−1
= D22j (x)D22j (y)
22j−1∑
k=0
1
k + pj−1
−D22j (x)w22j−1(y)
22j−1∑
k=1
Dk(y)
k + pj−1
−D22j (y)w22j−1(x)
22j−1∑
k=1
Dk(x)
k + pj−1
+w22j−1(x)w22j−1(y)
22j−1∑ Dk(x)Dk(y)
k + pj−1
k=1
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Let s < t − 1. Then from (1) and by the trivial bound |Dk(x)| < 1/x we get
B2,j,1(x, y) = B2,j,2(x, y) = 0,
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j,3(x, y)∣∣ 22
t/2
x
22
t/2−1∑
k=1
1
k + p
t/2−1  c52
t+s .
Let s = t or s = t − 1. Then analogously, we have
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j,1(x, y)∣∣ c622t ,
A∑
j=
t/2
∣∣B2,j,p(x, y)∣∣ c72t+s (p = 2,3).
Consequently, for t  s we have
A∑
j=
t/2
3∑
p=1
∣∣B2,j,p(x, y)∣∣ c82t+s . (9)
To get an upper bound for |B2,j,4(x, y)| we use the Abel transform. Essentially, it is bounded
by
22j∑
k=1
|kMk(x, y)|
(k + pj−1)2 .
Then we get
A∑
j=
t/2
22j∑
k=1
|kMk(x, y)|
(k + pj−1)2 =
A∑
j=
(t+s)/2+1
22j∑
k=1
|kMk(x, y)|
(k + pj−1)2 +

(t+s)/2∑
j=
t/2
22j∑
k=1
|kMk(x, y)|
(k + pj−1)2
= I + II. (10)
By the trivial bound |Mk| 4 · 2s+t we get
II  4

(t+s)/2∑
j=
t/2
2s+t
22j∑
k=1
k
(k + pj−1)2  c9s2
s+t . (11)
On the other hand, by Lemma 3 we have
I  4
A∑
j=
(t+s)/2
22t+s+s˜
22j∑
k=1
1
(k + pj−1)2  c102
t+s . (12)
Combining (10) and (12) we have∣∣B2,j,4(x, y)∣∣ c112t+ss. (13)
After substituting (9) and (13) in (8) we get∣∣B2,A(x, y)∣∣ c122t+ss. (14)
546 G. Gát et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 323 (2006) 535–549Let c′ := c0/(2c12), where c0 is from estimation (7). Then from (7) and (14) we obtain∣∣GpA(x, y)∣∣ c02t+ss − c02 2t+ss = c02 2t+ss.
Lemma 4 is proved. 
We apply the reasoning of [1] formulated as the following proposition in particular case.
Theorem A. Let H :L1(I 2) → L0(I 2) be a linear continuous operator, which commutes with
the family of translations E , i.e., ∀E ∈ E ∀f ∈ L1(I 2) HEf = EHf . Let ‖f ‖L1(I 2) = 1 and
λ > 1. Then for any 1  r ∈ N under condition mes{(x, y) ∈ I 2: |Hf | > λ}  1/r there exist
E1, . . . ,Er,E
′
1, . . . ,E
′
r ∈ E and εi = ±1, i = 1, . . . , r , such that
mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2:
∣∣∣∣∣H
r∑
i=1
εif
(
Eix,E
′
iy
)∣∣∣∣∣> λ
}
 1
8
.
Lemma 5. Let {Hm}∞m=1 be a sequence of linear continuous operators, acting from the Orlicz
space LΦ(I 2) in to the space L0(I 2). Suppose that there exists a sequence of functions {ξk}∞k=1
from the unit bull SΦ(0,1) of the space LΦ(I 2), and sequences of integers {mk}∞k=1 and {νk}∞k=1
increasing to infinity such that
ε0 = inf
k
mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2: ∣∣Hmkξk(x, y)∣∣> νk}> 0.
Then the set of functions f from the space LΦ(I 2), for which the sequence {Hmf } converges
in measure to an a.e. finite function is of first Baire category in the space LΦ(I 2).
The proof of Lemma 5 can be found in [14].
Lemma 6. Let LΦ be an Orlicz space and let ϕ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be a measurable function
with the condition ϕ(x) = o(Φ(x)) as x → ∞. Then there exists an Orlicz space Lω, such that
ω(x) = o(Φ(x)) as x → ∞, and ω(x) ϕ(x) for x  c 0.
Proof. Put y0 = 0, and for k = 0,1,2, . . .
xk+1 = max
{
yk, sup
{
x  0: ϕ(x) Φ(x)
k + 2
}}
.
Moreover, yk (1 k ∈ N) is defined from
1
k
[
Φ ′+(xk)(yk − xk)+Φ(xk)
]= Φ(yk)
k + 1 .
Consider the function ω(x)
ω(x) =
{
Φ(x)
k
, if yk−1 < x  xk,
1
k
[Φ ′+(xk)(x − xk)+Φ(xk)], if xk < x  yk, k = 1,2, . . . .
It is evident that ω(x)  ϕ(x) for x  x1 = c, and also that the function ω(x) is convex.
In addition ω(x)Φ(x)/k for xk  x  xk+1, k = 1,2, . . . , and consequently ω(x) = o(Φ(x))
as x → ∞. Lemma 6 is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 5 the proof of Theorem 1 will be complete if we show that there
exist sequences of integers {mk: k  1} and {νk: k  1} increasing to infinity, and a sequence of
functions {ξk: k  1} from the unit bull SΦ(0,1) of the Orlicz space LΦ(I 2), such that for all k
mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2: ∣∣tpmk (ξk, x, y)∣∣> νk} 18 . (15)
First, we prove that there exists a c > 0 such that
mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2: ∣∣tpn(D22n+1 ⊗D22n+1;x, y)∣∣> 23n}> c n23n . (16)
Denote
Ωn :=
2n−1⋃
s=n
2n−1⋃
t=n
(
(Js × Jt ) \
(
Q
(s,t)
t+s ∪ (Δs ×Δt)
))
.
Since
tpn(D22n+1 ⊗D22n+1;x, y) = S22n+1,22n+1(Fpn;x, y) = Fpn(x, y)
for (x, y) ∈ Ωn, then we have from Lemma 4 for the logarithmic means of D22n+1(x)D22n+1(y)
the following estimation:∣∣tpn(D22n+1 ⊗D22n+1;x, y)∣∣= ∣∣Fpn(x, y)∣∣ c13xy .
Then, it is easy to see that
mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2: ∣∣tpn(D22n+1 ⊗D22n+1;x, y)∣∣> 23n}
> mes
{
(x, y) ∈ Ωn: c13
xy
> 23n
}

2n−1∑
t=
3n/2+1
t∑
s=3n−t+1
1
2t+s+2
− 2
2n−1∑
t=
3n/2+1
t∑
s=3n−t−
log2 c+1
(
1
2t+1
1
2s+s
+ 1
2s+1
1
2t+t
+ 2
s−1
2t+s
(t − s + 1)
2t+s
)
 c14n
23n
−O
(
1
23n
)
 c15n
23n
.
Hence (16) is proved.
From the condition of the theorem we write [8, Chapter 2]
lim inf
u→∞
Φ(u)
u logu
= 0.
Consequently, there exists a sequence of integers {mk}∞k=1 increasing to infinity, such that
lim Φ
(
24mk
)
2−4mkm−1k = 0,
Φ(24mk )
4m  4, ∀k.k→∞ 2 k
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mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2: ∣∣tpmk ,pmk (D22mk+1 ⊗D22mk+1;x, y)∣∣> 23mk}> c15 mk23mk .
Then by the virtue of Theorem A there exist e1, . . . , er , e′1, . . . , e′r ∈ [0,1] and ε1, . . . , εr = ±1
such that
mes
{
(x, y) ∈ I 2:
∣∣∣∣∣
r∑
i=1
εi tpmk ,pmk
(
D22mk+1 ⊗D22mk+1; ei ⊕ x, e′i ⊕ y
)∣∣∣∣∣> 23mk
}
>
1
8
,
where r = [23mk/(c15mk)] + 1.
Denote
νk = 2
7mk−1
rΦ(24mk )
and
ξk(x, y) = 2
4mk−1
Φ(24mk )
Mk(x, y),
where
Mk(x, y) = 1
r
r∑
i=1
εiD22mk+1(ei ⊕ x)D22mk+1
(
e′i ⊕ y
)
.
Thus, we obtain (15).
In addition, ξk ∈ SΦ(0,1) is implied by the convexity of the function Φ . In fact, estimation
‖Mk‖L∞(I 2)  24mk+2 and ‖Mk‖L1(I 2)  1 implies
‖ξk‖LΦ(I 2) 
1
2
[
1 +
∫
I 2
Φ
(
24mk |Mk(x, y)|
Φ(24mk )
)
dx dy
]
 1.
Theorem 1 is proved. 
The validity of Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Lemma 6.
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